You say that VortexHealing® is the Merlin lineage. Who is Merlin?

Merlin is what we call an avatar, which is what you have when Divinity incarnates directly into human form.

All such Divine Expressions, or avatars, embody a unique quality. Merlin embodies Transformational Magic -- not the stage kind of magic, of course, but the kind that is filled with wonder and grace, the kind you believed in as a child. Merlin incarnated some 5600 years ago in Northern India, but was known there as Mehindra. The name Merlin is the closest name vibrationally, in English, to the Transformational Magic that was brought in by Mehindra.

The name arose when, long after his death, he appeared in an inner vision to a man who lived in what is now England. In the vision, Merlin introduced himself and offered his teachings and transmissions. The man, who had been close to a spiritual awakening, followed those teachings, awakened through them, and then began to teach this to others. This began the Merlin lineage on earth. Historically, any teacher of the lineage who reached a certain level of spiritual development took on the name Merlin as a title. The Merlin we associate with King Arthur was one of the teachers of this lineage, but he was a regular (karmic) human; the lineage is, and has always been, powered by the original avatar we now refer to as Merlin.
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Why do you think Merlin chose you to re-start and head his lineage?

Rationally, I would say I had the right resume. I was deeply involved in practicing healing on myself and others; I had the right kind of energy system to hold the lineage, I was a full-time energy scientist, studying how everything worked and connected energetically in the system, I was deeply surrendered to the Divine, I had some psychic ability, I had worked with this energy and energy in two past lives, and I had writing skills. Emotionally, though, I’d just say I got lucky. I was blessed.

Has your relationship with Merlin changed over the years?

Yes and no. From day one, I’ve just felt very surrendered to Merlin’s being and presence. That is the same. What has changed is that in the beginning, Merlin was more like a separate being that I related to and surrendered to out of my own sense of being a separate person. Now there is so much oneness. Now Merlin is more like my own inner being. There is no place I can find inside where I end and he begins.

What do you think is Merlin’s intention in bringing back the lineage at this time?

We live in a time of great change and acceleration. The Merlin lineage is powered by the Divine to bridge into both individual and group consciousness the quality of magical transformation. It facilitates not just healing, but awakening. The evolution that awakening brings is much needed at this time. Even when small groups move into awakening, all of humanity evolves, because of our connection in humanity’s group psyche. Humanity may not survive without this kind of evolution. So, one might say, that Merlin has re-manifested his lineage at this time to help save humanity. >>

The Magic of Merlin

an interview with Ric Weinman

Earlier this year our editor Jayne, spent time in London with Ric Weinman and the Vortex Healing team at one of their workshops and was blown away by the experience. We thought you might like to know more about this very powerful energy.
What is your job in all this?
As lineage holder, I hold the group field of the lineage. That goes on 24/7, in the background. I also teach, train other teachers, answer tons of student emails, deal with the trademarks and other ‘official’ paperwork, and I update all the class files. I spend more time in my office than I’d like, but I’ve learned to surrender to that as well, as part of the way I serve Merlin and the bigger picture.

Lots of people call themselves ‘healers’, and obviously some kinds of work will be more powerful than others. How successful have you and your students been in healing people?
Very successful. We don’t have the space here to go into the ‘why’ and ‘how’ VortexHealing® works so well and so deeply but a quick read on the website will show the scope and depth of what we have managed to heal. Using myself as an example, I used to have what is called Gilbert’s Syndrome, diagnosed by blood work showing high bilirubin readings (a liver enzyme), this is a genetic condition. But working with our genetics transmission, I shifted that to the normal range, so I wouldn’t even be diagnosed with that now.

In less than a minute, we improved the sound of a musical instrument. So, there’s no placebo effect there. I’m sure you can imagine, if we can change the sound of a physical instrument so quickly, what the effect would be to have a full hour of this kind of healing done to your own body and energy system.

This all sounds pretty exciting. How can people train to learn how to do VortexHealing®?
We have trainings in many parts of the world, and we have two or three of our 5-day Foundational Trainings in England every year. The next one starts Oct 8 in London.

Ric is the founder of VortexHealing® Divine Energy Healing and the author of a book by that name as well as author of Awakening Through the Veils, A Seeker’s Guide. For more information on VortexHealing, or to find a VortexHealer, or to read articles Ric has written, or to find contact information for registering for a Foundational Training, visit www.vortexhealing.org

Where Are We Now, and Where Are We Going?
An exploration of life’s journey through the energies of today
Before starting to write this article, I decided to check the internet for current events of an energetic nature. This is what I found: NASA is warning that a solar storm will strike the earth this weekend; NASA’s Chandra observatory is surprised to find new plasma emissions coming from the centre of our galaxy; planet X is in an unusual astrological alignment; there is an eclipse crossing right over the USA. This was all back in April so I guess we kind of survived it okay, but the clues that we are going through another energetic shift cannot be denied.